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Thursday. September 16. 1993 
Baby's  first 
skit 
Shannon
 Taylor as Daphnie Doodlie 
holds  her "baby," who is really 
Carl Siewert
 with a doll's body under his chin, as they are filmed
 for 
"The Adventures of the Doodlic," 
Wednesday.  Taylor and Siewert are 
HUFFMAN -7.1 Als 
part of the Advanced TV Production class. They were putting togeth-
er a short film in the style of "Saturday Night Live" or "Monty Pythoi. 













The opening of the new 
downtown arena will result 





As a result of the arena, 
the Event Center lost 
a 
Warriors exhibition basket-
ball game which netted 
$10,000 to $12,000 last 
year. 
Sesame  Street 
Live  
and an event sponsored by 
Nickelodeon were also lost 
to the new arena. 
That doesii't ilecessarily 
mean they'll stay lost, Event 
Director Ted Cady said. 
is
 it the end of life as 
we know it?" Cady
 said. 
"We just confirmed Lenny 
Kravitz and Tears for Fears. 
For the first year, we will 
feel a cut in revenue. 
There  is no guarantee that 
what we're 
losing  now will 
stay lost." 
Cady said the Event 
Center 
will need to try 
more aggressive and cre-
ative ways to book current 
events.
 
"We will COD [Mlle to do 
shows with Bill 
Graham 
Presents  




is pretty solid," 
Cads
 said. "Now we 
have  to 
delve
 It', 










 ot all attempt will 
be made 
to get corporate 
and  business events and 
banquets into the 
Event  
Center, Cad v said. The 
smaller venue is better suit-
ed to these compared to 
the arena, he 
said.  
For general admission 
concerts, the Event Center 
can
 hold about 7,000 peo-
ple. The downtown arena 




 power of 
the new downtown arena 
could prove beneficial to 
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 for translation work 
vary depending 
on the 
language, said Lupe 
Morishige, director of 
the Century School 
of 
Languages in San 
Jose.  
She said translating 
technical munials into 
Spanish,  a language 
many area residents 
speak, costs between 10-12 cents 
a 
word. 
Languages spoken by fewer 
area people, like 
French, cost 
between 15-20 
cents  a word. 
Languages
 spoken by fewer 
Bay 
Area 
residents,  like Mandarin 
Chinese, cost about
 15 cents a 
word  in a technical
 manual. 
Morishige said less 
common  
languages,
 like Farsi and Japan-
ese,  cost more. 
"Everyone
 and 
their brother thinks they can 
translate," she said, "but it's not 
that easy." 
After searching the Bay Area 
and finding out how much pro-
fessional translators charge for 
their work, Jeff Chapman, direc-
tor of marketing and media rela-




department  to translate the 
company's 
manuals.  
"We talked about the transla-
tion 
work," said Barbara Perl-
man, SJSU's foreign language 
department administrative assis-
tant. "He liked my ideas, or he 









Chapman  felt that using
 SJSU 
students would be the 
right  deci-
sion to make 
"I knew 
that
 using the foreign 
languages department
 was a 
good 
idea
 after talking to other 
translation services 
and  seeing 










for  SJSU 
copying needs 
By Erika D. 
Schuman
 
Spartan Daily Staff IA'nirr 
Students, faculty and staff 
have many 
things  in com-
mon.
 They park in the same 
garages.  They eat in the same 
cafeteria. And 
they  go to the 
same places for copies and 
course 
readers. 
Professors ;aid students 
who need course readers, 
photo 
copies,  computers or 
facsimiles can go to Kinko's,
 
Maple Press or the AS.
 Print 
Shop. 
Whichever service is need-
ed will dictate where 
the cus-
tomer  will go, unless, of 
course, the product can be 
purchased at more than one 
place. 
For example, course read-
ers can be 
obtained  at Maple 
Press, the A.S. Print Shop and 
Kinko's.
 
Kinko's, located on the 
corner of San






















































 of dealing 
with 






Kinko's  store 
manager.  
"We're 













The self -serve 
copiers are 6 cents a 
copy. 
Compare











Lee  said it 
costs a student $9.70 
plus tax for the same 
course 
reader.  The 
self
-serve













plus tax. He does not 





 uses recycled 
paper, which costs 
more.  A case of new 
paper costs $17 
per  








"Next  year we 
may  have to 
switch back 
to
 virgin paper 
due 
to cost," said Ire. 








 are tough 
and we 
follow  them to a tee," 
Lee said. 
Copyright  laws play a sig-
nificant
 role when teachers
 
decide where to have
 their 
N.% )NA kAitk *F ----...PART AN 
George Ghadiri, owner of Maple Press, 
serves  Stephanie Schaeffer, left, and Anna Machado who had come 
to the shop for the first time. Ghadiri has been 
serving
 up course readers and copies for students for 10 years. 
course readers published. 
"It takes four to six weeks
 
to obtain copyright permis-
sion," Ire said. 'Some teach-
ers don't want to wait that 





refer  them to Maple 
Press,"  he said. 
Junior
 Michele









go to the 
Maple Press because the line 
goes faster: one person rings 
up at the cash register while 
someone else finds your 
course
 reader," Arnold said. 
"Yon also don't have to 
dodge any copiers. 
Kinko's  is 
OK. but I would rather go to 
Maple 
Press,"
 she said. 
Senior Mary Novielli has 
used all three 
establishments.  
"Kinko's
 is  conven re 
in
 
because of it's 
location 
hours:1
 have pulled a couple 
of all -niters
 at the computers." 
she said. "I like using 
the 




See PRESS. page 6 
"We 
would have a 
great  need 
for





 make a good 
deal for ourselves but also allow 
students to put their major
 to 
work in the real world." 
Piiceon, located in San 
Jose  
and owned




configurations and moderns for 
palmtop, laptop and personal
 












In an rift al to be safety-, sc 
ic
 




























 it to each 
class.
 
'Though the memo 
suggested
 the tear h-
ers read it 
to the second and third
 meeting 
of
 each class, the memo 
did make it clear 
that it was to 
be 
read in 









 out on Aug. '25, deli 
with 




















many students  
on camp)!  
they 
were
 read if  procedures 
oils
 
once,  if at all. 
Junior Jerry M1 lii 
lyn.
 was not read 
these procedm 
es (int e this  
semester.  "1 
remember  
a I tropic 




 to be a 
Ina  issue 
Oleo, bur 
haven't heard anvi hing since'." 
(Jut' 
of the far nir
 





Kovarik  in 
the 
health t I IS) Department. Accord-
ing 
to sell iot Stir. 
are Utsey, who has Pro-
fessor Koval ik1, a I IS 
194, said she read it 
on one of the 











however,  make all 
extra effor t to make mute stiidents
 ate 
cc 












2 Thursday. September is, 1993 
Editorial 
Caged animals 
swing to odd tune 
The
 circus has 
come  to town. In conu.ast 
with its banners and bright 
displays,  
hang signs





The ,tnimal acts are cruel.
 There is yin to yang, 
a cold to warm and it takes two to tango, except
 
when it comes 
to
 the circus. 
Cries of animals have been muffled by the bars 




The human freak shows, such as 
the Elephant 
Man, ended in the 
1910s,
 because people com-
plained. If the 
animals
 had an opportunity to 
complain.  what
 would
 they say? 
The dancing bears and 
head-swallowing tigers 
are too busy pacing in 
their  cage to 1..mment. 
Having to live in a 
five by four 13) :. \ c feet cage 
turns them into victims of compulsive obsessive 
disorder. With the 
psychological  ailment, the ani-
mals
 can spend all day moving their heads side -to-
side. 
Tigers are 
also  prone to loosing sight with age. 
Their eyes get burned out by 
bright stage lights. 
the devices ironically 
designed  to help people see 
bet tee 
The acrobatic elephants get a special bonus 
from the  circus' personnel  chains. The ele-
phants travel, live 
and eat while bound, so their 
pacing is 
especially  limited. 
Since 11 out of 12 months are spent on the 





 tigers and elephants are social ani-
mals.  They need to interact and mark their terri-
tory, but limited space and the pacing prevent 
such natural instincts. 
The poor living conditions for circus stars often 
pose territorial 
and  mating problems, as well. 
When female animals are in heat, the male tor-
ture becomes unbearable. 
The social animals in the circus share the same 
behavioral characteristics with their zoo counter-
parts. The hippopotamus and
 the seal at Happy 
Hollow Park and Zoo on Senter Road would 
agree if they stopped pacing. 
After all, the living arrangement at the zoo 
accommodates more 
than 100 animals in one 
acre 
of concrete. 
It is not fair to say that all circus and zoo com-
panies are equally cruel. Sometimes, the animals 
get a break. 
Once in a while,
 the doors to the cages
 come 
open and the animals get a chance to visit a hold-
ing arena. 
There, the animals can walk 
around
 "free" for 
several seconds, maybe minutes if the keepers feel 
generous.
 
And once the animals grow old, loose eyesight 
and fail in health, their retirement plan sends 
them to testing
 laboratories. There, the ex-circus 
stars and zoo veterans get lobotomies and test 
anti -aging face creams. 
Federal regulations require the least when it 
comes to wild and endangered lives. If the man's 
worst fear is jail. why is society so non-chalant 
about caging animals:. 
At least in jail, Federal law permits recreational 
facilities. In the cage, the law only requires 
enough room to stretch. 
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FRED UMFERT SPARTAN DAILY 
One flew over San Jose State 
Hot
 damn! Ken Kesey's 
'coming to town. 
For two days (Sept. 23-24) 
he's going to visit 
our humble lit-
tle
 campus and make 
our  ears 
bleed with odd visions of the way 
things could be. 
Two whole days. Hot damn! 
For those who think the 60s 
"thing" was just about flowers, 
tie-dyes and protests,
 Kesey was 
the aberration of an already 
aberrant
 decade.  If the 60s were 
a family. Kesey would be like the 




who  couldn't stay out of 
trouble. 
'He is an 
inspiration to 




He was an 
experimental  freak 
who cared less for world 
peace 
and more for individual free-
dom to push the limits of every-
thing. He was the 
alternative to 
the alternative. 
In 1962, Kesey produced one 
of the greatest stories ever writ-
ten, "One Flew Over the Cuckoo's 
Nest," in his first try as a novelist. 
He 
also just happened to 
ingest incredible 
amounts  of 
LSD. He subjected himself to 
clinical tests that a Menlo Park 
hospital was conducting with the 
then-tmluiown drug. 
It opened up his world; he, in 
turn, Introduced it to the Bay 
Area. 





 freaks who 
flocked 
to
 him. Together they 
traveled the blue highways of 
America in a 
psychedelic  bus, 
wrecking havoc on the helpless 
"normals"
 of society. 
So the big question concern-
ing Kesey is, what the hell is this 
human contradiction?
 Is he a lit-
erary genius? Is he a pioneering 
guru of perception who had the 
balls to look beyond reality to  
see what was there? Or is 
(was)  
he simply
 a childish, hedonistic 
acid -head? 
In truth he is and 
was all of 
these things.
 He saw the world in 
a different way and 
showed  that 
there were different interpreta-
tions
 on how to VICW it. 
'He was an 
experimental freak 
who cared less for
 




SOlite of the doors are locked 
Kesey would say, borrowing from 
Aldous Huxley, doors we don't 
even know about. 
He was simply opening some 
of them up any way he could in 
order to get a 
broader  picture of 
things. 
As hippie as it 
sounds,  there's 
absolutely  nothing wrong with 
that  and everything right
 with 
it. 
Although he was a voice for a 




SPHANT  TALK 
something to say for this one. All 
the freaky twenty somethings of 
today do is 
bury
 themselves in 
some half-assed false sense of 
expression called "alternative." 
We look really cool, but we don't
 
do much. 
Kesey, however, is a true alter-
native. He is an inspiration to 
those who 
can't even consider 
themselves alternative  those 
who can't find any association 
with the gothics, the punks or 
the ravers. 
As Kesey 
would  say, you're 
either on the bus or off the bus; 
you either get it or you don't. 
If you don't, you go on with 
your clock-watching lifestyle and 
live an easy, mundane life. If you 
do
 get it, you become something 
else and 
have
 the courage to 
look deeper into things and take 
the leap. 
That is the essence of Kesey 
and that is the essence of alter-
native. Not dressing the part and
 
saying something cool, but find-
ing a unique way. 
People say that




 that chasing ideals is 
pointless. But Kesey 
is living 
proof that bigger and better is 
possible. 
Hot damn! 
Jim Bat cho is a Daily staff 
columnist. His column appears 






 screaming, from the 
same nightmare every 
night. I am covered in 
sweat and I can't get back to 
sleep until I 
grab the remote 
control and flick it on. 
In the dream, I am many 
years 
older and I have a son. 
We're watching TV together and 





It is way past my son's bed-
time, 
but  I let him stay up to 
watch his favorite show. He turns 
to me and looks up with his big 
doe eyes 
and asks, "Daddy, 
where were you during the war?" 
I think to myself, 'Where 
do 
kids get this stuff these 
days?"  
"I was in 
college,  son," I say 
hesitantly, wondering about his 
motives for asking. 
"Which side were you on?" 
"Well, son, there were a lot of 
tough choices to 
make  then, but 
when the time came, every one 
knew which side to choose." 
"What was the war like?" 
"There was a lot of confusion. 
Everywhere you turned, some-
one was trying
 to convince you 
to go his way."
 
"Was 
it sad?" he asked with a 
frown 









than you stayed up late to catch 
a joke 
they
 could tell at school 
the 
next  day." 
"Younger than me?" 
"Yes, younger than you. Why, 
the war 
was all anyone could talk 
about.
 People that never even 
bothered to turn on a TV 
sud-
denly had an opinion about how 
the war would 
turn
 out." 
"Were they right?" 
"Well, some were and some 
weren't." 
'He turns
 to me  
and looks up with 
his big 
doe  eyes 
and asks,`Daddy, 
where were you 
during
 the war?" 
My 
son turned back to the TV 
and in an 
instant
 he seemed 
to 
forget
 all about the
 war. 
His blond
 hair glowed slightly 
from the light 
and his bunny 
rabbit's 
plastic
 eyes reflected the 
action
 taking place on the 
screen. 
Here's where 
the dream gets 
really weird.
 I'm trying to 
change the
 channel to 
PBS,
 but 
all the TV will do is switch 
quick-











And then Jay, 
David, 
Chevy, Arsenio 





The room starts 
spinning and 
so does my son's head.
 I'm get-
ting
 really scared and I drop the
 
remote  control and it disappears 
into the cusions 
of the couch. 
My son's head stops back-
wards on his body and in Ed 
McMahon's
 voice he says 
"Heeeeere's
 Johnny." I hide 
behind
 the sofa and scream. 
Boy, will I he glad when the 
late night TV wars are over. 
Kyle Preston Register is a 






















































































can't  solve 
this 


























































 for 45 
minutes
 can a car
 be towed.
 This 














 a car 
dri-
ves  by, it may 
only
 go on for two




 and the 
warning 
on






be to: I. 




 to the 
effect





garage  to the 
effect that
 it doesn't 
do any 
good  to turn 
on your alarm
 because
 no one is 
going to 




 car with 
an alarm 
sounding   
no 
matter  for how 
long or short
 a time. 
Other 
solutions would




 take the 
bus,
 or to air-con-
dition the
 affected buildings












Jason Meagher's story ("Neighbor says FIJI 
members
 are too loud," Sept. 13)
 quotes Phi 
Gamma Delta's 
president Justin Hess' 
(para-
phrased) 
statement  that I am the "only 
neighbor 
who has a 
problem
 with FIJI" and allows the 
mat-
ter to 
stand  at that. 
Meagher  was supplied with a petition 
signed by 
nine neighbors
 complaining about Fiji. 
Hess knows he is lying when
 he continues to 
say  that I am the only neighbor 
complaining.
 He 
too has the petition 
in
 his possession. 
Hess was also in attendance at a meeting with 
university officials at which another neighbor 
complained.  
Unfortunately, the DAILY allowed Hess to con-





Forum Page Policies 
The
 SPARTAN DAILY provides 
a daily 
Forum
 to promote a "marketplace of 




 staff, faculty and oth-
ers who
 are interested in the 
university
 at large. 
Any letter or column for the forum page must 
be turned in 
to Letters to the Editor's box 
in the 
Spartan Daily newsroom,
 Dwight Bental Hall 
209, or to the information 
booth in the Student 
Union.
 
Articles may also be 
mailed to the Forum Edi-
tor, The SPARTAN Duly, 
School  ofJournalism and 
Mass  Communications,
 San Jose State 
University,
 
One  Washington Square,
 San Jose, CA 95192. 
Articles may 





 MUST contain the 
author's  
name,  address, daytime
 phone number, 
signa-
ture and major. 
Although not 
encouraged, 
names  may be 
withheld upon request. 
Contributions
 must be typed 
or submitted on 
a 3.5 inch computer




 the Macintosh. 





property  of the SPAR-
TAN 
DAILY and will 
be
 edited for 
grammar,  libel 
and length. 
Categories available






300  to 500 word
 essays 
on current campus,
 political or personal
 issues. 
Submissions 
should  be well researched. 
 Letters to the Editor: Up 
to 200 words 
responding to a certain
 issue or point of view. If 




 on this 
page  are: 
Reporters or 
Editor's  forum: 
 Opinion pieces written 
by the staff writers or 
editors which do not necessarily reflect the 
majority views of the SPARTAN DAILY, the School
 of 
Journalism and Mass Communications or SJSU. 
Reporters are prohibited from writing opinions 
on issues they have 
covered for news stones. 
 Staff Editorials: These are unsigned opinion 
pieces that express the majority opinion of 
the 











































































































































Brown  bag seminar, 
1:30 p.m. - 
3:00 p.m. 
Chi-









DELTA LAMBDA PHI: Mixer 
(Rush 
Event),
 4:30 p.m. 
- 6:30 
p.m. 
Barbecue  Pits w/ 
Gala 




















p.m. - 7:30 
p.m. 












simulation  of Urban Barrier 
Effects
 on both PBL 
structure  
and dispersion 
patterns,  noon, 
Duncan Hall Rm.






























SCHOOL OF ART AND
 DESIGN: 






SOCIETY OF LATINO ENGINEERS 
AND 
SCIENTIST:  General body 






















 Room  (408) 
924-3280  






Sparta( ;tticle is available to 
.9.S1...;  
stuck.] its, faculty and 
siaff organi-
zations







Forms  are 
;ivailalie  at the 
Srarran 
I X1.11V, DBI I 
'20).  limited 
space 
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 years to come.
 
Local officials
 agree that the 
arena
 draw will inure people to 
San Jose for events and that the 
two venues should be able to 
work together, rather than in 
competition. 
Marian 
Holt,  president of the 
San Jose Convention and Visi-





"I think it's positive; they 
won't detract from each 
other,"
 
she said. 'There will be an initial 
loss of business at the Event Cen-
ter, but 
that's  just a part of sort-
ing our business. The market 
will build up now that the base is 
broaden" 
That 
means with more to 
offer, 




Jack Larson, the arena's 
direc-
tor of bookings and operations, 
said the two venues
 can work 
together. 
"Our competition isn't the 
Event  Center," he said. "Our 
competitors are the Cow Palace
 
and
 the Oakland Coliseum.
 
We're trying
 to bring national 
attention and 
exposure to the 
area." 
Larson said the Sharks will 



























 groups  
 give 
presentations  on 
alcohol  and drug 
info. 
Students bilingual in 
Spanish, Vietnamese, 
Mandarin,







Applications available at: 
The PEP -Center 
(Prevention 
Education  Program) 
Administration
 Building, 




















































national  exposia 
e. 
The
 1995 NI 




 scheduled for 
the 









tough one for 
the Event Center. 
Losing more events with the 




would  hurt.  
"If 
we
 lose three or four  
events of that caliber, it 
does  
have an impact," 
Cady  said. "But 
nobody 
knows.  This building 
could be obliterated or the 
whole  thing could make San 
Jose the 







can  have 
free 
tuition  and 
books  for 
the  rest 
of your 
college  
career.  Also 
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the -Week after 
completing 23 
passes 
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 Complete Cybex/Free







 Lifecycles and Stairmasters 
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Francisco  State 
on
 
Sept.  7. 
In the 








scored  two 
goals and helped
 the Spartans 
to 
a third -place 
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JERFN1Y HCX IANSPECIAL TOME DAILY 
Erin Ginney, Sue 
Choe, and Pam Hope(L-R)
 cheer after their team-
mates 
blocked  the ball in the Spartans
 3-2 victory over the 
Wahines
 
Tuesday.  It was the first
 time SJSU has beaten 
Hawaii since 1986. 
SJSU 3 
Hawaii  2 
Game 




  Si 
Game 3: 
15-6H 
Game 4: 15-10  H 
























 5 30PM 
LOCATION 
Holiday 
Inn at Park Center Plaza 
282 Almaden Blvd., San Jose, CA 
COST: $125












 in Preventive Medicine 
Graduate






Fill out the 
bottom slip and send it 
plus
 a check or money order
 to: 
Stephen Redmond,
 M.D., M PH 
18550 Saint Louise
 Drive, #201 




payable to: Stephen 
Redmond.  M.D.) 





 of seminar time:




01:30 PM - 5:30 PM 
SRN 
















vs Vvyoming oct. 23 vs 
Louisiana 
I ecti 





Pick-up  ticketes 
during
 























 on game 
day at 
east.
 west, south, ticket














START  AT GPM 
By 
Nicole  Martin 
tilUnan Daily
















win is the 
first  

















































widest  point 
spread in 
game two. 
SJSU  caught 
up and 
fought for 




hitter  Shane 
Donnellon  made a kill 
for  point 
15 followed by outside 
hitter  
Crista Koch with 
game  point 16-
14. 
Strong 
serving  in game three 
could not 
bring the Spartans to 
a victory as the Wahine took the 
win 6-15. 
Hawaii 
dominated  game four 
as SJSU struggled to make a 
comeback. Senior
 outside hitter 
Erin 
Ginney made the Spartans 
final game point with a hit 
off  























 side outs, in 
game five kept the 
score close as 
the teams 
battled  for the victory. 
SJSU  jumped ahead 13-11
 
when a call by the line
 judge was 
overruled





 to SJSU 
when  the head 
referee ruled 
Hawaii had 










a net touch 
called by 
the 






 a 15-13 
victory.  
"Hawaii
 hasn t been
 as strong 
as 









 Hope, a 
senior 
setter 





to Hope, the 
team 
was not blocking
 and passing as 
well in 
games  three 







 "I don't 
think 
we were 










Hope  led 
SJSU








 to beat 
Hawaii  by serv-
ing really











aces  while Crista 
Koch
 and Sue 
Choe 
followed 
with  three ser-
vice aces each. 
Choate  








if a great hitting
 team just 


























with 27 kills and











out  of 14 
schools










John Dauphin was the Spar-
tans top finisher
 with a three -
round total 
of
 222. He tied 
with
 Oregon 





















































































































































 desire to 
bargain with 
the 





for  six 
years. 
"We 









 of the ANG,
 said the 
com-
pany 
was  the target





















is the compelling 
interest in taking 
a position in 
what is 
essentially  a private 
mat-
ter?" Toney











































action  brought 
on by a 
boycott  of table 
grapes. 
The  farm 
group  had 
given 
the 










cancellation  of 
the  half -
million-dollar event




"Basically,  what 
the  (Farm 
Bureau) 
board  of directors
 
voted 
to do was to move 
the  con-
vention unless 
the board of 
supervisors
 rescinded its vote," 
bureau
 spokesman Bob 
Krauter  
said. "So I 
assume  we will be 
holding  our 1995 convention
 in 
Sacramento,"
 he said. 
Classified  
The SPARTAN DAILY 
makes no claim for products or 
eery:ices  advertised below not Is 
there 
any guarantee Implied. The 
classified cokimns of the Spartan 












WANTED: Psychology Volunteers 
Reach out 4 hours per week as a 
Community
 Friend,
 providing social 












evenings  near SJSU. 
Samba 




















Experience  the 
thrill  of free falling 
from
 
10,000 feet at the Bay 
Area's  
only skydiving
 center. Cane 
join
 us 
for  a tandem 
jump and 
enjoy  your 
first skydive with 
only  45 minutes 
of 
training. For the true 
thrill  seek. 

















 a six 
-Jr  
class and a mile
 long 
freefall 



































You  need 
exposure  to 
succeed  in 
MODELING. 




 in front 
of


















1985 CHEVY  
SPRINT  FOR SALE. 
Runs excellent,
















SJSU for 20 
years 
'Great  


















































































presents fine fragrances from Pads 







 Oscar de la 
Rent& Red, Giorgio.
 Poison. Wane 
Linen,
 Passion,







 Escape & Lauren.
 
1/2 or.  
$15./bottle.  1 oz. -$20. 
bottle. 
Great  for yourself 
or gift 
giving. All perfumes guaranteed to 
yoc: 
satisfaction.  We 
challenge
 
you to tell 




ser,  ir check 
with sales tax,




Royal -Trek Intl. 
433W. Allen 
Unit 102, 
San Dimas, CA 91773. 
(800) 876-1668. 
HELP WANTED  
WANTED
 READERS & TEST
 
proctors to 
assist  disabled stu-
dents. 
Contact




We are a 
residential
 treatment 
factIrty for emotionally disturbed 




 for Night Relief Child Care 
Worker to 
work  10 on. to 6 
am. 




in for vacations 






















 $5.95 per hour. 
Send 




 P.O. Box 155, 
Gilroy, CA 




frame.  New tires.
 $50. o.b.o. Call
 
Kathy





















 at 51N. 
San Pedro.
 M  F, 
3.4 
pm. No 









 & substitutes 
for
 schooi 









and  subs 
must
 nave 














for students. $6. - $8. 
per 
hour.  Medical, 
dental,  and 
eye 
care 
benefrts  for 30+ 
hours
 week-
ly. Great job for male 
or female 











 Call Jill 
at 













providing  support 
to
 









 NT Palo Atm CA 94336. 
MATH/SCI. READER FOR 
HIGH  
sdycol
 $5 /tr up to 10 /vs /wk. Pck 
up in Willow 
Glen Jean 298-0275 
SECURITY: FULL 
OR PART TIME 
tiaining 
$7.00 $8.00 /hour. 
 Weekly








 Medical/Dental Insurance 
 Vacation Pay 
 Referral Bonus 
Apply: Monday Friday 8 am. -5 pm. 
  Venered lecuilly Services   
3212 Scott Bind. 
Santa  Clare,  




Tomas Expy. & 




















































 and a fed-
eral research
 lab said its 
first demonstration
 
project,  called 
Earth  Data 







 will link 
computers  via 
tele-
phone  lines 





share  20 years 
of environ-









































foster  the 






























































































 a legal immi-
grant for a 
single  use of amphet-
amines was 
upheld Wednesday 
by a federal 
appeals  court, hut 
one of the judges called 
the law 
harsh 
and unfair and said Con-
gress
 should change it. 
"Ordinarily,  we look 
to treat 
drug  users rather 
than
 to punish 
them.... 









of fedei al punts/linen
 t for what 
is normally
 no more than a 
mis-




 of the 9th 
U.S. 
Circuit




 said a 1986 
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT 







 and S. 
Korea. Many provide room & board 










CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING.
 Earn 
up to $2,000+/month + world
 trav-
el (Hawaii.  Mexico, the Caribbean, 
etc.). Summer and career employ-
ment
 available. No experience 
necessary. For more 
information 
call 1-2066340468  ext.
 
06041.  
PART TIME HELP WANTED in 
Santa Clara bicycle shop.
 Cycling 
and mechanical experience 






Security Guards / Patrol Officers 
Needed 
Now! 




Mon.- Fri. 8am. - 8pm. 
555D Meridian Ave., San Jose. 
(408)286-5880. 
TEACHERS - 
INSTRUCTORS  P/T 
inst. for elementary schools. 
Degree not 
required.
 Work around 
your classes. 408-287-8025. 
E0[/ME. 
SALES / 
MANAGEMENT  positions 
available for career oriented 





had over a 900% growth rate over 
the past 4 years and has locations 
throughout
 the entire bay area. If 
you are an eager & serf motivated 
individual 
looking to start off right. 
we will
 
gee you a chance. Salaries. 
commissions,
 bonuses, trips & 
benefits, 14K- 31K annual. Please 
fax your resume to (510) 713-
0850 and call 1 -800 -883 -KICK. 
Ask for
 Mr. Bernyessa. 
CUSTOMER
 SERVICE, Pays base 
salary and bunus $8.50/hr and 
up. Part time or full time. Call 
408/369.1704.
 
GET A REAL JOB! Vector, an 
international chain aggressively 
expanding in the Bay Area. com-
bines good pay 
with
 practical mar-
ketable experience for your 
resume. Starting pay 







 Retail sales c ustomer
 service 
 Flexible hours set 
around school 




 training provided 
 100 scholarships awarded 
 Can 
earn  units at S.J.S.U. 
Apply in person 
at






near SJSU at 525 Race 
Street.
 
Call 2805195 for times to apply. 
For Milpitas office.
 call 262-8070 
or 510796-2142. 
LEARN 
TO BE A LOAN OFRCER. 
Excellent ground floor 
opportunity.
 
You could be making up to 
$35.000.00  
your  first 
year! 
To learn how, call 3788088 for an 




- . 9 1 , 7 7 5-  MONTH 






selling  for 
you. 
Call  my exciting recording for 
details
 today! (408) 4502750. 
POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE, 
Many positions. Great benefits. 
Call 
1800436-4365  Ext. P-3310. 
HOUSING 
780 S. 11TH 





 start $745. 
1 berm. /1 bath- $595. Walk or 
ride
 bike to school. 





 facilities. Cable 
N.
 
Ample  peritirg, Call 2889157 
AN OASIS OF 
QUALITY.  3 bdrm. 
2 ba. apt.






 Asst. mg. 279.5784. 
STATE HOUSE APARTMENTS. 
2 bed/2





 from campus. Free cable 
TV, water & garbage. Off street 
parking available. Several units
 
starting at 





APARTMENT  $750/MO. 











 Free Basic Cable 
service
 
 Laundry room 
Village Apartments. 
576 S. 5th St. (408) 295-6893. 
STUDIO FOR 1 PERSON.




$300.  sec. 
dep. 
Parking.  Call 259-7040. 
SINGLE: $800. DOUBLE: $425. 
Food available Mon. -Fri. 
Cable, 
Maid, Laundry.
 Contact Elizabeth 
at: 292-7303. 
1 BDRM: 8575. 
STUDIO: $525. 
dep: $300. 3 blocks from SJSU. 
1 week free!
 HMS 9978200 x335. 
THE PRICE YOU 
WANT...  




studio. 1 & 2 bedroom apts. 
Just minutes horn SJSU!
 
Call  Timbenvood Apts. 
@I 
578-6800.  
2 BR. la& nor 
SW/9pm  Toms 
Pvt, parking, laundry. $685./mo. 
Call




2 blocks from 
campus. 
2 bd./2
 Do., 900-1,000 sq. ft. 
Ideal for up to 4 students. 
Free cable. 
Underground  parking. 
Security 
gates.  Game 
room.
 
Laundry  room. 4th & 
Wiliam. 






RM. UTIL. INCL. 
Krtch/laundry
 pm. Share bath. Tel. 
sap.




Expy./Hellyer  park. Hill loc. 
Phone Jim 













can disregard the 
lan-
guage of the law 
only






"In a time when 
we
 continue 





 on Drugs' and
 when 
anti -immigration 
sentiments  are 
dramatically




 hardly bc 
absurd to 
conclude that the 
Congress
 intended to treat law-
ful resident aliens who
 succumb 
to even 
occasional drug use 
in 
so harsh a 
manner,"  he said. 
QUALITY OF LIVING & 
STUDY  
Willow Gardens Apartments 
1750 Stokes Street. 998-0300. 
The best in Willow Glen
 area. 
Spacious 2 barm./2 bath & 3 
bdrm./2 bath. Recreation room 
w/wet bar, fitness center. pool & 
saunas.
 For move





CUSTOM T-SHIRTS IN 4-5 DAYS! 
If you are 
looking
 for silk 
screening quality at competitive 
prices,
 look no further. Century 
Graphics prides itself on quality 
work, 





staff.  Call for 
quotes at 
9893351.  Thanks! 
800-WE-F1X-MACS 







Santa  Clara 
Open MT 9:00 
arm
 E:00 pm. 
408/988.2334. 
WASHINGTON 
SQUARE  FEDERAL 
CREDIT UNION 
"STUDENTS SERVING STUDENTS" 
Membership
 open exclusrvely 
to SJSU 








Personal Loans $ 
$ Debt Consolidation Loans 





 7th Street,  Suite 201 











 your natural 
beauty!'
 
Eye Liner - Lips - Eyebrows. 
Expires December 15. 
1993. 
409379.3500 




 E. Campbell 
Ave. #17, 




























 test pi oject
















































































RICHMOND, (AP) - Gener-
al Chemical Co. was to blame 
for an industrial accident that 
sent a cloud of toxic gas billow-
ing over 
residential  areas,  air 
pollution  officials said in a stern-
ly worded
 report Wednesday. 
The report by the San Fran-





 criminal pros-  
ecution against the company for 
the July 26 spill that enveloped 
the city for three
 hours and sent 
thousands to the hospital. 
"We
 are really convinced in 
this incident that it was negli-




The spill occurred when 
workers were
 trying to transfer 
oleum 
from a rail tank 























safety  valve 
and 
resulted











































 at the 
plant.  The 
first  took two 





ing a spill. 
Phone: 924-3277   FAX:
 
924-3282  
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST with 
B.A. and 15  years experience. Now 
accepting students wishing to 
excell at guitar or bass. All styles 
welcome: Rock. R&B, Jazz. Fusion, 
Blues, Folk, Reggae.
 and Funk. 
Begnner. Intermediate & 
Advanced
 




Lee counselor, M.A., 
local  college 
exp. Each call treated 
as individual 
appt. Additional
 info mailed. If I 
don't have the answer
 to your 










of net profits support local educa-
tion






 hair removed forever 
Specialist.
 Confidential. 







MEN AND WOMEN - BARE IT ALL! 





chemicals. Let us 
perma-
nently remove your





Bikini  - Chin -
Tummy etc. Students & faculty 
receive
 15% discount. First 
aPPI.  
1/2 price if made
 before Dec. 15, 
1993. 
Hair
 Today Gone Tomorrow, 
621 E. 
Campbell













 Easy money. 
510/547-0515. 
SERVICES FINANCIAL 




GPA  or need 
quakfiCations
 
Money  back guarantee 
Information & application: 
JW Scholarship 
Matching  Service 
P.O.
 Box 53450 




MONEY  FOR COLLEGE $U 





 $59. No GPA or 






 Beth. Si. 95111 
SCHOLARSHIPS  GUARANTEED, 
No 
minimum









Premier Resources. P.O. Box 970,  
Pleasanton, CA 94566. 
MONEY FOR COLLEGE 
Money is waiting for 
you right non 
front Private Scholarships. Grants 
and 





















 for you? 
Many  sources available. 
80%  
require no GPA or have
 no income
 
limitations. Call Or write: Unique  
Service Co. P.O. Eva 867, Millbrae. 
CA 94030. 
(415)69k-4847.  
  DON'T 
PAY ITH   
Dent
 pay $70. 

















TIM mar. 18 a tier.




our  book 
"Scholars.










saving  tips. Order 
today! 














































,eners,  etc 












Almaden / Branham 
area. 












Projects.  Resumes. Letters, 
Manuscnpts, 
etc. WordPerfect 5.1, 
HP Laser
 II. Al formats, specializing 
in APA. Spelling, 
punctuation  and 










and  prompt 
service. To avoid 
aisaPPoinffrf:',1
 













266-9448  for 
full
 




structure. punctuation; format 
(APA. Turabran, 





 pcnr.ng. (Also edit aisks) 
Resume/cover letter preparation. 
Intoruitiouil Students
 Wolcott', 







 accepted!!  Reports  
Theses  Proficient with 
kr:  
4, 
APA and Turabian fo:-s 
Quick
 & Speedy 
turns  - 
WP 5 1.  Laser 
printer. C--
7 





I HATE TO TYPEI 
If
 this got your attention, gee 
your-
self 
a break. Let me do 
rt for you! 
Pick up a elive,y






































Wor,-.  1' 
Call Paul or 
Wginta  
40- . 
DAILY CL4SSIFIED--ADVER-17SING THAT WORKS! 
Print your ad here. 
Line is 30 spaces, 
including
 letters, 
numbers,  punctuation 












-line  minimum 
One Two 
Threw 









$1 fur each 
additional  line 






















 day, rate increase by 111 per day. 




extra  charge 
Up to 5 additional









lines: $70. ' 
10-14 lines:
 $90. 







 rri. nt  
' 







Classified  desk is 
located
 in Dwight Rental Hall 
Room 209 
 
Deadline  Two days before publication 
I 
All ads are prepaid 
 
Consecutive
 publications dales only  No refunds on cancelled ads 







































September  is. i993 




























 residence door), 
but they 
also












 by the Universi-







Perlman said the 
Piiceon 














 of how 
much















































said  he 
used  the 
students  to 










 did allow 



















parts  of the 
world 
took a 
look at the 
experience  
the 
students  had 






















"We already had some 
inquiries  from at least two 
com-
panies,"
 Perlman said. "Chap-
man 
referred
 them to us. I'm 
putting together 
a roster of 
qualified 
students
 so that if we 
get a rush of work, we can call 
upon people whose abilities and 
experience are equal to the 
task. 
We









 said that while his 
company
 is not looking to hire 
any translators right now, 
there  




 as Piiceon 
grows.  
"Our company is stretching 
its tentacles farther 
into the Far 
East,  Europe and Central Amer-
ica, I have no 
doubts  that our 
needs
 for translations services 
will
 become more 
numerous  in 
the near future,"
 Chapman said. 
Chapman said the 
translators  
did
 not get credit in the first 
manual because the
 manual was 
a rush printing job. 
He said 






keep text of the manual in 
San Jose 
and have local people 
complete the translation
 so that 
the  company could send 
out 
the manuals 
along  with the 









project sounded like long-term 
work, and said long-term
 pro-
jects would involve students 
more in the 
work.  Chapman 
said the relationship between 
SJSU and Piiceon would last as 
long as everyone 
involved  is 







ANGELES  (AP)  A 
judge reduced hail for one of 
two men accused
 of murder 
along with rap artist 
Snoop 
Doggy Dogg.The three are 
scheduled for arraignment 
Oct. 
1 in %%hat police say was a gang-
related killing.
 
The 21 -year-old rapper, 
whose real name is 
Cahill  
Broadus, surrendered to 
authorities after presenting an 
award  at the M.IV 
Awards  cere-
mony Sept. 2. 
He was booked 
and released on 
$1 million bail. 
At Wednesday's
 hearing, 




 to set 
bail for McKinley
 Lee, 23, the 
alleged  triggerman












who has also worked at USF and 
UCLA, said this is the best pre-
pared  staff he has been 
around.Staff for the residence 
halls take the threat of an emer-
gency 
seriously.,
 even to the 
point of 
installing  earthquake 
emergency boxes in back of the 
doors of each dorm
 room. 
These boxes 
contain  a num-























Maple Press was not as 
pleasant  as Arnold's. 
"Every time I go in there I 
wait in line forever and they 
messed up my 
course
 reader 
once," Novielli said. "Page six 
was in the back and others 
were missing. The AS. Print 
Shop is much 
more  conve-
nient 
and  efficient." 
According
 to Lee, the 
A.S.  
Print Shop sells 60 
percent  of 
the course 





Clara  Street 
between 
Ninth and 10th 





 faculty and students. 
They
 can come to a class and 
sell 




 to Ghadiri, 
Maple Press is 






dents will have 
the same size 
selection
 of books to 
buy from 
that they 
currently  do at 















































































































































































Spartan Cards available to 
all S.J.S.U. 





10 am- 7pm 
Sunday 
Noon- 6pm 
Clubs and Restaurants 
Open:  
'Till 
the  Wee Hours 
3 hour Validated 
Parking  
Located in downtown San loseat First 











 and welcome 
to the Fifth 
Annual  "Save 
Everything" 
Festival, a 
place  where 
you  can 
wear your 
hippest clothes,
 hang out with 
your 
coolest
 friends and 
overcome all 
of
 mankind and 
Earthkind's 
crippling  and 
shameful  evils in 
one 
fun-packed  day. 





ers, we can absolve 
ourselves of guilt by 
signing 
a petition or grabbing a 
pamphlet. Meanwhile, we can 
please our 
pallets  with the 
latest 
frozen
 fruity dairy 
product. 
At last year's 
festival,  
I saved the 
homeless
 
and conquered racism 




time I think I'll finally put 
and end to AIDS and 
make  a 
stop at the penis
-piercing 
booth while I'm at it. 
Wow, things sure are lively 
this year.
 The fiery -red tents 
shade
 the long -locked experts 
on 
everything from chocolate incense 
to 
transcendental tie-dyed tapes-
tries. People frolic to and fro with 
excited hoots and giggles as they 
watch the event's proceedings 
with wide-eyed exuberance. 
Everything is just so ... so 
neat. Look at that girl over 




pastry? It's in the shape of G. 
Gordon  Liddy! Where is that 
booth? There it is. "Politi-
cal Bad Guy Pastries  
$3 Each." 
Oh, wait. Is that 
Trevor over there? He 
shaved his goatee and got some 
new Docs. I heard he broke 
up with Missy. It's 
too bad. They were so right 
for each other. 
Hey, I heard that band from
 Santa Rosa, Juicy 
Exit, was 
going to be here. They're so 
moody,  the 
way that 
singer  just stares at his shoes. I 
can  
VIII1111 11 \ 1. 
1111,  1.: 
FRONT  COVI.It 
l'11010:  
AND\ BARRo \ 
1110TOGRAPIIIIRS: 



























get  the 


































that I had to do 















 have those 








 I bet 


















funny. I think that snake piss
 
drink went right 
to my 
head. What was in that? 
I'm not
 feeling too 
good.  
I'm getting really fright-
ened, Ted.
 I think 
I have to 
get out of here before I ... 
Wait a 
minute!
 Who are you people' 
What  am I doing 
here?! What's 
happen-
ing to me?! I'M 
GOING  INSANE!! 
No. Hold on. I'm not crazy.
 It's 
everyone  else. Yes, things are 
finally becoming clear to me 
now!
 
YOU'RE ALL JUST A BUNCH 
or 
WORTHLESS PRETENDERS 
WHO DON'T HAVE A CLUE 
ABOUT WHAT'S 
REALLY GOING 
ON!! YOU'RE ALL PLAYING A PART!! 
YOU 
ALL THINK YOU'RE SO GOD 
DAMN COOL AND WITH IT, BUT 
YOU DON'T CARE ABOUT 
ANYTHING EXCEPT 
YOUR 
OWN EMPTY APATHETIC 
'LIVES!!! 
Did I say that? No. I'm 
all right. I'm 
still hip. I'm in 
complete control. C'mon, Ted, 



















































he belts out the 
lyrics. The voice 
that emerges
 
seems  too 
power-
ful 




































his baseball cap, the 
notes 
of his solo 





















































































going to call the 
band 
Vespa,  but we thought 
we'd get the  




 and Testani recruited 
Haugh after the guitarist 
parted
 
ways with his former
 band, The 
Living End. 
He
 left because of 
differences of opinion about 
what direction the band should 
take, 
both in music and in man-
agement. 
At the end of their second 
tour, the other
 Living End 
members told Haugh that if he 
wanted to leave, that
 was the 
time to do it. 
"It was really a polite way of 




says. "But we're 
still friends." 
With Haugh on board, Lan-
don was the last 
addition  to 
Shovelhead.
 
"Chris is your singer," a 
friend  at work kept telling Tes-
tani. 
The band liked Landon's 
powerful voice, but was more 
sold on his 






 says. And they 
should because
 "he's the one 
who has to 
sing
 them." 


































 get inspired, but 
usually ends 
up creating lyrics 
while
 he's working. 
"Sometimes it helps to be in 
the 
middle of things," he says. 
"The hardest part is coming up 
with what to write about, but 
after that it just flows. I try to 
get away from what others 
have done." 
Cab, who has 
played
 with 
The Faction and Odd Man Out, 
divides his time between the 
band and
 his 15 -year profes-
sional skateboarding
 career. He 
competes,
 does demos, and 
does shoots with 
photogra-
phers. Vans even has a line of 
shoes named after him. 
"I'm totally impressed," he 
says.
 "But it doesn't last forev-
er(Skating) is my income." 
Cab has been emphasizing
 
skating rather than the band 
lately, although he tends to shift 





 to be their 
demo. Because of 
its promo-
tional status, disc quantities are 




does  the name Gear-
box come from? Harleys again, 
of course. 



































































Academy  Award 
Nominated  Films 
THE 














  Not 
For  Young Children 
TWO 
WEEK ENGAGEMENT BEGINS SEPT. 17TH! 
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Alameda
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by Lucy Gaylord 
San Jose 
Institute of 












 De Saratoga 
Wed
-Sat,  2 to lOpm 
Sun,  2 to 6pm 
408/374-7008 









150S. First St. 
Mon -Sat, 
10am  to 7pm 
408/286:2076
 
4* A Few Good American 
Paintings  
by William Merrit Chase,
 
Robert Henri
 and others 
Bingham Gallery in 
The Fairmont Hotel 
170












Student Rush Tickets: SI0.00
 
at the door two 
hours prior to curtain 
at the 
Mimtoiniery





valid  Student 
Best chance
 for 4re:a 
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original  art 











































 neglected. But I 
think  folks are starting to 
come around. The 
indie label 
Rhino recently released 
Changes One and 
Changes
 Two, 
Mingus'  penultimate 
work, 
out of print for 20 years. 
Changes Two gets right 
down to business, in the
 
forthright 
style of the man 
who once defined
 jazz as 
"nigger music," with "Free 
Cell Block F, 'Tis Nazi U.S.A.," 
the title of 
which  bemoans 
capital punishment. The piece 
is bright and crisply metered, 
in contrast to the dark title. 
Afterward comes 
the 
record's coup de gras, 
"Orange 
Was  The Color of 





 makes the disc worth 
copping. Here is 
Charles  
Genius  astride the jazz idiom, 
a 
colossus at his most 
size-








paves  a 
transition  into an 
almost dis-
orienting 















play in a 



























 (The liner notes 
recommend listening
 to the 
piece  three times in a 
row.) 




returned to the lush comfort 
of the 
intro theme, with its 
brilliant intermezzo. Wow. 
After receiving the recom-
mended dose 
of "Orange...," 
it is easy to understand why 





concepts  and tools 
was 
immense.  Give Charles 
Mingus
 his due. 
Brian Wachter 
Why is it when Al Jour-
gensen gets angry, a new 
musical moniker arises. Not 
satisfied with the industrial 
tag, Al's band Ministry threw 
in a little angst, sampled vari-
ous heavy machinery, turned 
the guitars up a few notches
 
and won
 over some Slayer 
fans in the process. Thus, 
industrialcore was born. 
Drawing on the early work of 
Voivod and the Swans, Paris 
grind-meisters Treponem 
Pal 
(literally derived from the 
French term for the virus 
that 
causes syphilis) deliver anoth-
er album 
of
 buzzsaw guitars 
and growling. Sounding like 
Ministry 
sans samples, the 
comparison of Excess and 
Overdrive to the aforemen-
tioned band is an accurate 
one. In fact, TP vocalist Marco 
Neves and guitarist Michel 
Bassin played with Al and the 
boys on the Lollapalooza 1992 
tour. Excess, the 
third  album 
by TP, creates a mystic of 
aggression and angerquite a 
juxtaposition in a 
country  






From Geraldo cruising for 
hookers, and the lonely nights 
of Ed 
Koch,  to Mike Tyson and 
William Kennedy Smith trad-
ing date tips, no one is safe 
from the lambasting lampoons 
of Drew
 Friedman, one of 
America's funniest and irrever-
ent cartoonists. In his new 
book, Private
 Lives of Public Fig-
ures, Friedman attacks with 
vigour those people you love 
and hate, and   





ness in true New 
York style. The 
cartoons are col-
lected















and leaves no stone
 unslimed. !ones, 
ting 
edge-  now -








hit it bigtime, 
contributing
 regu-
larly to such publi-
cations as Details, 
York Times, Mother 
Premiere,  and 
Rolling
 
Stone. His art searches for the 
fine line 
between
 sublime satire 
and gut -wrenching nausea, and 
then lurches over it. Truly a 
must! For those few sheltered 
Americans with the gall to still 
idealistically  worship celebri-
ties, this book is too danger-
ous, stay away! 
We wouldn't 










E   
RN 
An 18-year -old 




 with his doctor to help 
him  
hold on to his hair. 
"There's  only one way we can 
stop 
your hair from falling 
out,"  a dermatologist 
told him. "Castration.
 We'd have to cut off 
your 
testicles." 




For ages, men have gone 
to many lengths 
in 
the fight against male 
pattern baldness 
An article in 
Discover  magazine stated 
that  a, 
far back 






equal  parts of 
fat  from a 
snake,
 a lion, a 
hippopotamusi
 
crocodile,  a goose 








 semen to 
mayonnaise  to 
rub 
on their scalps, 
but 
nothing has 
actually  made 
more hair





Upjohn  conjured up 
a potion 




A guy is 







 into his 
head for 
basically,  the rest 
of
 his life. If he 
stops  using it 
the  hair he 
grew,  
which
 is about as 
fine  as baby 
hair,
 will fall out. Say
 if a guy 
starts using
 it at 25 
and he 
lives until 80,






















 wad of 






































































from the audience and spray paint their scalps 
with stuff that kind of looks like colored cotton 
candy. It's almost like coating your head with 
shellac. This, and other evil infomercials, are 




of blowing bundles of money on 
trying to hide hairless insecurities in synthetic 
covers, men could just bond 
together with a 
bunch of fellow bald guys at the annual Bald -
Headed  Men of America convention in 
Morehead City, North Carolina. Here, 
gnyc ran 
get  
their  heads 
covered
 
with lipstick for the BHMA's Most 
Kissable Bald Head Award. There 
are 
also
 awards for the smoothest, 
brownest, prettiest, most distin-
guished, tallest, shiniest and best 
all-around bald heads, according to 
Richard Sandomir's book "Bald Like 
Me." 
The book shows you "the power 
of positive baldness" through "Dear 
Yul: Diary of a Bald Man," features 
on some of the Patron Saints of 
Baldness such as Joe 
Garagiola,  
Louis Gosset Jr., Dick Vitale and 
other humorous accounts of baldness. 
There's all this 
talk
 about losing 
hair, but what is it that makes it fall 
out? In 1965, a 
Howard Uni-
versity anatomy professor 
claimed that baldness was 
caused by great intelligence. 
His theory was that the brain 
grew
 larger in smart men, 
stretching the scalp across the head until 
it was too tight to hang onto the 
hair. With an assump-
/j,  tion 
like that, 
 that guy proba-
%,4r 
bly had a full 
N't-N. head of hair. 
In my case, I think I started losing it 
at 17 after I doused my head with Clorox in 
order to 
bleach
 it. That just serves to dismantle  
the professor's theory that
 all guys who lose 






























































Join us for Quality Low Priced 
Meals in a Friendly Atmosphere 
that feels like home. 
 Lunch 
 Dinner 







Board Game Nights Tues 
Wuzzy's
 
& Thur 10% off Pub Fare 
items  
Post  Bingo Party wt 
10% 
off Desserts with 
your Bingo Ticket 
Sun  & Mon 11 am to 9pm 
Tues 
- Fri llam to Midnight 




First  Street 







































































 her skin 
as they
 wait to 





two hours to 





 and makeup. 
6 ) September 16, 1993 ) etc. 
In 
attempting




Moon have spent 
more
 than eight





costumes.  Siwa wears an 




 ignorant, the 
words belly 
dancing conjure up 
images of jewels
 in navels and a lot of 
pink chiffon,
 ala "I Dream of Jeanie." 
But to experience true Middle-east-
ern 
tribal  belly dancers, the Dancers of 
the Crescent Moon have labored to 
alleviate this stereotype and bring the 
ancient art 
to San Jose. 
The troupe embraces the different 
culture, of nomadic Middle-Eastern 
tribes. The performances are
 accurate 
recreation of the Berber's of Northern 
Africa, the Cawatee tribe of Egypt 
and other Arab and Persian tribal 
dances. 
Adding to the authenticity, these 
women have  elaborate outfits that 
have taken years and hundreds
 of dol-
lars to collect. Beneath the layers of 
clothing, they wear
 an asute. This 
hand-crafted 
shirt -like article is deco-
rated with dowry pieces of stripped 
silver. These are 
woven into the fabric 
and pressed 
into place by gnawing on 
them with their teeth. 
The 
asute that Miranda owns is 
estimated to be 
80 to 100 years old 
and
 is patterned with rows of human 
figures.  





















































 put it 


















 of the 
whole oolfit 
is about













































vss are sh, 














aged ha non, the head-
uced v h anything the 
Id g.- hands on. 













had  tney 
At the 
..nd 






































love.  It 








 Each costume is equally
 elaborate yet they are 
all  somewhat 
different. The 
costumes  vary in types of material and mix 
of colors. The 
dancers also wear an abundance of rings,
 bracelets and necklaces. 
could ever make dancing," Miranda 
says 
Another part of the outfit, taking 
up to two hours to put 
on,  is the facial 
tattooing that each 
dancer  wear, for 
performances These 
tattoo,
 are tribal 
"A lot of people come up to us after 
and tell us that it reminds them of 
home," Sawa says. 
They are 
working
 hard to overcome 
the stigma 
of the veils and chiffon that 
many people 
think  about when the 















about  15 to 
20
 pounds. 
marks.  They wear 
their  family marks
 
and 
those of their 




of the troupe is 
being 
culturally  accurate. 
The dancers 
are very 
conscious  of 
faux
 pas they 
may  make and 
try
 hard to make 
the  
dances honorable. 
The dancers spend about 
three hours a week practic-
ing the complicated rou-
tines Among these are a 
sword dance and a snake 
dance that 
Siwa performs 
with a 8 toot long 
Boa that 
weighs about 25 pounds
 
Their endeavor to bring
 
closer the 
tribes of the Mid-
dle -East is 
a rarity in the 




 seems to be the 
norm. 









 and socially 
conscious.  
The Dancers
 of the Crescent
 Moon 
attempt to give 
people  a better under-
standing
 of the pride
 and heritage 
of 
the 





 performs a dance that 
entails balancing a sword
 on her head. The 
pace 
gradually
 increases and the dancer 
does not drop the sword. 
Hava gets a  
kiss from her boyfrv
 : 















ar-,:  icts. 










Retro  Chic 
Shop Our









 at Sara's for designer 
,.lothes at a 
fraction  of the cost! 
New & Used Clothing of the 
Highest Quality 
consigirment (ken sin'ment), 
n.
 I. You bring in your too-
good -to
-give-away items. I sell, 
we split 50/50.90 
day  contract. 
Sara has a flare for 
coordinating outfits 
+ offers her 
services  
free to customers! 
1/2 Price Sale 
on New Wedding Gowns 
 Bridesmaids/Party Dresses 
 Vintage  Professional 
 Casual  Unique Jewelry 






























get them to 
move, 
they're 
really  dead 
tonight,"
 he says





















Get the Best 
Tasting














(408)  280-0748 
264
 E SANTA CLARA ST 













 the dance 


















 the dance floor. 
"You gotta have 
fun at what 
you do," 
he says. "If you 
don't, 
it'll 
suck. It's like 
self -torture." 
Nearly
 four years 
ago,  the 
local 














 the Cactus 
Club 
gave him the 






 then, it has 




with  lines wrapping
 around the 
block. 
"With the


































even  just 
disco
you 
can't  take 
yourself  too 





can  you 
be? Disco is 


























 clothes at the 
downtown 
thrift  stores. They 
were getting
 Angel Flight 
pants  
for $1," he says.
 "In the last cou-
ple 








 pair of 
pants  at 
Macy's 






 "Disco Inferno" was 
underway, 
Nalvarian  received 
requests to deejay 
in San Fran-
cisco and 
Los  Angeles. Many 
people, he says, think the "old 
school" 
music  movement began 
in 
those  cities. 
"I just laugh at peopleall
 
these clubs















 I get calls
 from 
San Francisco
 all the time







says he had his doubts 
in the beginning. 
"At first, I 
didn't
 think it 
would work," he says. "But 
based on the success of the first
 
week,  we kept it going. It 
became 
known  as 'the place to 
be' 
on Thursdays. 
"Our relationship with Raffi 
goes way back. Just knowing 
he's gonna go out and bust his 
butt to do it helps.  I don't even 
think he thought it would be 
more than one night." 
The success of "Disco Infer-
no" spilled into last year's SOFA 
festival, where Nalvarian took 




the best set I played in my 
whole life," 
he says. "The ener-
gy at that show was great. I 
brought
 up my crate of records, 
cued 
up
 the first song and there 












from 4 to 6 


























 get really 




just goes right 
goo 
through you. By 
the 
third song, my 
hands 





 energy. Then there 
was  
this guy, 
Reggie,  on roller-
skates, and he 
really  got into it 
too." 
Reggie Dickerson ended 
up 
becoming one of the
 regulars at 
"Disco Inferno," skating 
and  
helping add to the "cheese ele-
mcnt"as
 Nalvarian puts it
of disco. 
The energetic,
 gregarious and 
loud Nalvarian
 hopes a little of 
what he is doing 
will contribute 
to giving San Jose
 more night 
life and 
culture.  He believes 
SOFA can play a big part in 
this. 
"SoFA
 is something San 
Jose  
needed 
for a long 
time,"
 he 
says. "There is a lot
 down 
hereit's  just overlooked. San 
Jose never really 
had  a mouth-
piece for music. If there 
is any 
one









and has made 
'70s 
revival
 a regular part of 
its 
programming.  According 
to 
Nalvarian,
































 a show. 
He 










 do a 


























could be one of 
the elements, is to see 
this city thrive." 
The 
flip
 side, though, is 





director at Wild 107, told a 
different
 story. 




and I was 
picking his 
brainwhat kind ot 
music are people 
down
 here 
into?" he says. "I tried to give 
him a footstep into the radio 
station. What happened was 1 
was just discussing a show with 
him He was telling 
people
 he 
had the job. 
When  I was offer-
ing him something, he was 
making demands.




"He called me twice," he 
says. "If anyone was anxious,
 it 
was him. I wouldn't
 make 
something out of nothing. I'm 
not a desperate 
DJ. I'm not 
gonna give up 
music to 
anybody  
unless there's a 
reason for it. 
"As far as I'm con-
cerned, they're 
just 
covering their act." 
Nalvarian 
says.  "They 
wanted 
the music. I don't 
have to make anything 
up. It's not like they're 
going to make or break my 
career." 
Nalvarian says he does not 
dwell on the experience with 
Wild 107. He would rather do 
his thingwhich isn't necessar-
ily 
just
 disco. He has a reggae 












Controversy aside, this spin-
ner of tunes loves to entertain 
as much as loves the city in 






Sal & Luigi Pizzeria 
since 1960 
Famous for 
 Ricotta Cheese 








 Beer& Wine 
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subject,  their a 
filthy 
mess! 
But  darnit, 
San  Fran-
cisco 
books a good 
band.  
Poor San 























 to Elliot 
Sharp. First
 John Zorn 
and 
Bill Frisell, then Marc Ribot 
and Ralph 





cisco or New 
York, kids, 
and that's that. 
Which  brings me back to 
Elliot Sharp. 
New  York's 
penultimate
 guitar weirdo 
is 
strolling





prepared  to be 
con-
fused. 
Sharp  was the inno-
vator behind
 the double -
neck guitar/bass, and 
has 
for some time been a 
key 
figure in 
organizing  the 
Woodstock of 
contemporary  












 most of the avante 
garde and 





Baron, etc.), Sharp is usually 
found stearing his own 
band  Carbon through the 
trepid 
waters of his own 
rather staccato composi-
tions, rolling death metal, 
hardcore, Beefheart and 
Blood  Ulmer into a dizzying 
assemblage
 of break -neck 
intensity. And since Carbon 
is really just the Elliot Sharp 
ensemble, 








Harrison St., San Francisco; 
doors 9 p.m., show 10:00 p.m , 
tickets $6 
advance,





















musical  expressions 
shine 
from




another  legend 
of
 the genre? 
And 
what  if that 
legend  was 
your father?
 Many people 
attribute 












 sweet tenor 
voice  is 
very  
reminiscent








music  is his own. 
Keeping
 
with the theme of unity and 
freedom,  the rasta children 
Ziggy, 
Stephen,
 Sharon and 
Cedella bring their syncopated 
musings to the Santa 
Cruz 
Civic Auditorium.
 Having been 
raised at the Tuff Gong house 
in Jamaica, Ziggy and his sib-
lings were exposed to their
 
father's  religion, his music and 
his 
infidelity of which some 
of 
the children are a product. 
Ziggy Marley and 
the Melody 
Makers new album is "live-icat-
ed" to mother Rita who raised 
the four when their 
father was conquer-
ing the world in the 
name of Jah. It is 




 form. For 
Caribbean music afi-
cionados who are too 
young to have 
experi-
enced the
 master, here is 













 0 September 
16,  1993 ) etc. 
sense of the word. Santa
 Cruz 
Civic Auditorium, 307 Church St., 
Santa Cruz, $25
 
at BASS Ticket 
Centers,  7:30 p.m., 408/429-3444. 
THE HARDER HAS COME 
While the Wailers brought the 
syncopated dance music out of 
the government yards of 








unity.  A 
contemporary of reggae leg-
ends Bob 
Marley  and Peter 
Tosh, Cliff survives the two, 20 
albums and 
counting. Back in 
1972, the Caribbean's rising star 
provided music and some act-
ing for the reggae -culture film 
"The Harder They Come." With 
one 
Grammy
 and two nomina-
tions under his belt, 
Cliff  will 
be 
chanting  his anthems of free-
dom and humanity at SJSU. 
Rastaman vibrations in the Stu-
dent Union? You bet 
your
 spliff 
there'll be. Opening the show 
will be eight Santa
 Cruz -based 
females melding
 world influ-




Pele Juju was 
voted best 
local  
band in Santa Cruz 
and continues its 
mission to keep peo-
ple dancing the world 












Less stormy than his previous 
works, Toi Hoang's recent 
exhibit is an illuminating expe-
rience, literally. Free-standing 
lanterns of massive scale, intri-
cately painted and stitched 
together shed more light into 
the 
psr_he
 of Hoang. Lit from 
within, they are monolithic. 
The Lantern exhibit is Hoang's 
first private gallery showing in 
over two years and promises to 
surpass his previous, emotion-
ally draining works. The 
wounds are evident but healing 
as Lantern presents a 
lighter 
side to Hoang.
 d.p. Fong Gal-





San Jose Symphony's "Kick-
back Classics" are just that: 
kicked back, relaxed. Tennis 
shoes and baseball
 caps adorn 
both musicians and audience. 
In its first use of a multimedia 
presentation during the less 
than standard 
performance  will 
feature 17 original pieces by 
Bay Area artist Judith Marshall, 
commissioned 
by the sympho-
ny specifically for the "Kick-
back" series. The works are 
painted interpretations of Mus-
sorgsky's Pictures at an Exhibi-
tion using watercolor, pastels 
and acrylics on both paper and 
canvas. The symphony will be 
performing the Mussorgsky
 
piece as the paintings are
 pro-
jected on the stage. Multimedia 
art, renaissance -style. flint Cen-
ter at DeAnza College, Cupertino, 












It is some 
New World Order 
when fascism is a fad. Strewn
 
across
 the pages and 
screens
 of 
the media, the 
ignorance  of 
Nazis and 
fascists  in Germany 
is displayed 
on a weekly basis. 
Hello, 
are we not in agreement 
that these neo-Nazis 
are  noth-
ing but
 a mass of beer 
swilling 
half-wits with no jobs and 
codependent  personalities?
 
Sure, here in the 
U.S. we laugh 
heartily at the inbred demo-
graphics  of the KKK, but in 
newly reunited Germany, the 
anti -foreigner sentiment is 
get-
ting out of control. Why, you 
ask. researcher and host of a 
public affairs program
 on KM 
Dave Emory will explore the  
motives of these skinhead sim-
pletons in "The Re-emergence 
of 
Fascism
 in Germany." From 
the re -institution of Nazis at all 
levels of the West German gov-




toward the rest of Europe, 
Emory's 
lecture
 will emphasize 
the surfacing national
 and 
racial attitudes of present-day 
Germany. Separatism has 
always manifested itself in the 
form of hatred. And, if 
you  
have
 not noticed, hatred con-
sumes the hater 
not  the hated. 
Foothill Junior 
College  room F-12, 
12345 El Monte
 Rd., Los Altos, 
$10 donation to benefit KIK 




MEDIA  & MYTH 
While 
people
 point their 
collec-
tive
 finger at the 
media  as the 
root cause of 
social  confronta-
tion, these 










 therein. Bay 






items  into her 
works  in an 
effort to 
scrutinize  these 
media -
perpetuated 
myths  of Latinos 
in particular. 
This  visual analy-





versus  the "evil" ille-
gal Mexican 
forces
 the viewer 
to
 examine 












S. First St., 
admission  is 
free, 



































































and tribulations of an 
infatuated







and Figaro, the conniving 
bar-
ber of Seville. Bodo Igesz of the 
Metropolitan Opera New York 
fame was brought to 
the South 
Bay to direct the
 production. 
Having  directed operas from 
Chile to Israel, this will be the 
Amsterdam native's San Jose 
debut.
 Barber 
will  be per-
formed in Italian





 the unilingual follow-
ing along. Montgomery 
Theatre,  
corner
 of S. Market St. and W. 
San Carlos St., 
$16-$44 at BASS 
Ticket 




B ETWEEN SoFA CUSHIONS 
This festival 
thing  is getting 
waaaay out of 
hand.  Aside 
from the plethora of local arts 








end -time -to -spend -money 
mindset of the 
public, people 
are just plain 
tired.
 They are out 
of suntan lotion, have 
holes in 
the soles of their sandals and 
their rent is due. 
Look!  Down 
on First St.! 
It's 
a music 
festival!,  It's a 



















"what's  their 
name, again" or just chill in the 
festival  afterglow. Nine hours 
of 
fair can leave a person rather
 
drained, but
 for that segment of 




on over to F/X and
 shake that 





attitude at the door and forget 
about that test on Monday. 
Hell,
 that is hours 
away.  F/X 
The Club, 400 S. 
First  St., free all 





Missed the San 
Jose
 Jazz Festi-
val and feeling a little uncul-
tured? For 
36
 years, the Mon-
terey, 
Jazz
 Festival has massed 
musicians, lecturers, arts, crafts 
and 
food together for three 
days 
of jazz musings. Continu-
ous beats and breaks by some 



















booths filled  with jazz art, pho-
tos, posters, recordings and 
clothing. Bobby Watson and 
Horizon, Stuni Tonooka Trio 
and the Dirty Dozen Brass 
Band are just a few of the musi-




Fairgrounds Ave., Monterey, $20, 


























rockers  and 
reggae 
stars  shine. 









 On the 
dance 
stage,  King Rath,
 Julius 
Papp
 and other DJ 
extraor-
dinaires
 spin the tunes. On 
the arts stage, the crowd, 
frothing 
at the idea of being  
so alternative,
 can see every-
thing from 
belly  dancing to 
Rocky Horror reminiscings.
 If 
that were not 
enough
 to make 
people kill 
to attend, the coor-
dinators of 
craziness,  Gary 
Walker from F/X, 
the  San Jose 
Downtown  Association and the 
Camera Cinemas are offering 
300 free tickets to the South Bay 
premiere of "King of the Hill" 
at the 
Camera
 One the same 
evening.  And people thought 
Perry Farrell was the only one 
who could organize such an 
event. S. First St. between San
 







 painted or 
politically
 activated and 
need-
ing to show 
off  your new found 
SOFA 




Official  SoFA 
After -
Party.

















the Desert Delights 
2:15F/X  Players in "Hair-
3:00Los
 Lupenos de San Jose 
3:45Deborah 
Magee  Dancers 
4:00Catastrophic Funk
 
4:30Made Sukerti Berg 
5:15ComedySportz 
6:00Dancers














































8:00DJ Harry Who 
8:30DJ
 Julius Papp 











































































































All You Can 
Eat  Pan Fried 
Catfish  
with  Hush 
Puppies,
 Fries and 
Slaw.  
All You 




 Shrimp v.ith 
Fries.  Slaw and 
Hush Puppies.
 
All You Can 
Eat U -Peel 
Shrimp  with 

































v.Uld with student values i.alf 
pri,e or any other offer No 

















make your entree selection
 and pay half the menu 
price.  Plus tax. 
(Not vatid
 with young Emily members menu or 
























transformed  from a red light 








and night clubs. "From red 
lights to strobe lights," is how 
the San Jose Downtown Asso-
ciation (SIDA) describes it. 
The fight to reclaim South 
First Street began when the 
Women's Center at SJSU orga-





marched down First Street to 
protest in front 
of
 the Sex Shop 
Arcade aneblirtr,ies of 
Playboy
 in the street.  
In 1988, the city council 
passed a red light abatement 
ordinance ordering the adult 
businesses out of the city. The
 
Pussycat Theater was ousted 






The culmination of this 
rebirth
 is the SoFA Street Fair. 
The event wag 
conceptualired  
by Fil 
Marv:ea  and 
GaryWalk-
er, business partners in. 
FIX, 
which  resides 
in the -vacancy 




According to Maresca, he 
felt the 
neighborhood  had 
enough potential fore 
thriving  
nightlife,  similar to 
other
 night-
club areas like south 
of Market  
Street in 
San  rTanclsoi 
What  it 
was  misaing,  was an identity, 




area  ',its identity," says 
Maresca,






"There is a' positiye Vitality 













 buy thingNet 
don't really 
need, eat f 
that's bad 
for us and drink 
beer. What sets 
this
 event apart 
from other festivals














The eclectic ' an hip 
'crowd 
drawn to this street fair is a 
large part of the attraction. 
"This event has a strong 
urban influence. We want par-
ticipants challenged by what 
in 
the next booth," Maresca 
saysi 
The 
Republican  Party con-
servative ideals got a taste 
of 
this type of challenge last year 
whesi they


























to your body, or better yet have 
someone  do it for you, Pierced 
Out will put a loop or hoop in 





make such a permanent fash-
ion statement, temporary tat-
toos may' be the way to go. \If 
you 
want to adorn









 body manipulation is out 
of your reality realm, there will 
be plenty of entertainment to 
satisfy 
any  voy4uristic tenden-
des 
you 
may  have. 
The 
three main stages will 
offer









 the Rock Stage while 
the Flarnento
 Society is busy 
stomping
 the beejeezus 




Reggae  band Inka Inka will 
be headlining the Rock Stage 
with iril'yibes The funky and 
ja7iy 
(Oith 




















deviant side f entertainment, 
look for Vel t Darkness
 per-
forming th r own ,eiersiort
 ,of 
Rocky Ho or. I ocal
 
DJs King 
Riffi  and Julius 
"Vitamin
 J" 
Vapp will be 
spinning the lat-
est groovin' 









 stream, you won't
 
find this sort of 
thing  at any art 





'X'," says Beth 
Trask of the 
SJDA. 
"This fair is more like a 
street bazaar. We try to give it a 
bohemian feel,"
 Walker says 
Like its predecessor, this year's 
event stresses cultural differ-
ences and social 
consciousness
 
"It should be fun and educa-
tional," Trask
 says.  
Maresca and Walker pm -
posed their idea of 
having:
 a 
street fair to the city of San Jose 
and 
soon had backing 
from the 
SJDA According to Walker, the 






the  event. 
With 






 the first 
SoFA Street
 Fair last year was 







event  special 
and  socially 
conscious,  Ahe 
main labor 
force  cons s of 
volunteers. 
The  procee, from 
the 
fair
 will go to the sable four 
local charities 
from  last year. 
The Aris 
Project,  Adolescent 
Residential 
Center,  Inn Vision 
and The YWCA. 
According  to Walker, 
the  
charities put 
in a lot of work 
last  year, and
 only received 
$500 eashrft'S a 
result, the fair 
committee  decided to 
make 
them recipients again. 
More than
 18,000 people are
 
expected
 to descend 
on South 
Fir -t Street 





























k of the 
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offers  more value


















































LONG PRICE 24 -HOUR CUSTOMER 
CITIBANK 
DISTANCE SAVINGS PROTECTION SERVICE LIFETIME
 WARRANTY 
Apply  now for the card that gives students more value: 
* Great Benefits  No Annual Fee  15.4% APR' 
It 
takes  only 2 
minutec   































Please tell us about yoursett 
Year  









 about your college/university  
.^,,,r 
PeaSe
 en .A4., .e.e.... 
Otticia Sway, to 











Your Area Cede and Phone 
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ElOaring  Cn.k.np 
MOW  Accouni 
chocking
 Account Ow. 
Offu 
Sayings  Account 
CDTriteeury
 Woe 













the  following 
El 
VALIDATED  Student











Your application cannot 
be processed  
without this 




 if you omit any 
information  requested
 (Be 
sure the  
copy
 
shows  your name the 
date and 
your  current enrollment 
status  Photocopy
 
both  sides if necessary
 I 
Mess sign aggiorbilion 
I certify that 
I inset and agree 
to
 alt the Citibank 
credo terms and conditions
 01014., on the other side 
Please allow 30 
days to process this application 
1CKNW 31399
 CA088 8892 
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 about the 
Citibank
 
Classic  Card 
Annual
 Percentage Rates 
Currently
 August 19931 15 .r, purchases 
198%
 










 rate by 
adding 
94%
 to the rate 
disclosed as the U S Prime Rate 
reported
 in the "Money Rates  table of 
The Wall Street JOurria1 on 
the third Tuesday of March June 
September  and 
December
 of each year This rate will not be lower than 129% or 
higher
 than 
198% However if 
cardmembers  tail to keep all their Citibank
 accounts 
in 
good standing,  the
 rate
 will increase to 198% on the
 full purchase balance 
Annual 
Fee  
None,  when you apply as a student 
Grace Period for Repayment 




Minimum Finance Charge 
50e
 















institution.  2% 
of amount of 
advance
 but not less than
 $201 
more than 





 El 75 
Late Payment Fee 
$15
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